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VII. On the Solitary Wave. By J. MeCowA~, M.A., B.Sc., 
Assistant Lecturer on .LYatural Philosophy~ University 
College, Dundee*. 
I N his Report on Waves to the British Association in 1844, Scott Russell gave an account of experiments he had 
made on the propagation, along the surface of still water in 
a straight channel with rectangular cross-section, of a wave 
consisting of a single elevation or depression, and which he 
called a wave of translation or solitary wave to distinguish it 
from waves forming part of a train. From these experiments 
he concluded that the solitary wave was unique, having 
characteristics entirely its own :--it had a definite form de- 
pending only on the depth and the volume of the water 
composing it, and this form, in the case of a wave of elevation~ 
appeared to be propagated with constant velocity and without 
any change except such degradation in height as might 
reasonably be attributed to frictional and other disturbances. 
In 1845 Earnshaw t sought o give a theory of these waves, 
but it was unsatisfactory as involving a disc~ontinuity n the 
pressure within the liquid. 
In his Report on Recent Researches on Hydrodynamics to
the British Association in 1846, Stokes, commenting on 
Russell's experiments and Earnshaw's theory, concludes 
that the observed egradation of the wave is not to be attri- 
buted wholly, nor even chiefly, to friction, but is an essential 
characteristic of the motion ; and, again, in 1847, in a paper 
" On the Theory of Oscillatory Waves ":~, he reiterates this 
opinion and offers a proof involving, however, an oversight 
which I shall be able to point out. 
It has been thought by some that the solitary wave is in- 
cluded in the general theory of long waves, but this is 
certainly only so to a very rough approximation, for its 
velocity does not agree closely with that of the long wav% 
nor does it gradually increase in steepness in front as the long 
wave does, the change which does take place in it being 
simply a diminution in height and consequent increase in 
length such as might be caused by a dissipation of its energy 
by friction, &c. 
The first sound approximate theory of the wave was given 
by Boussinesq in 1871§, who ob'tained an equation for its 
* Communicated by the Author~ having been read before the Edinburgh 
Mathematical Society, May 8, 1891. 
f Trans. Camb. :Phil. See. vol. viii. 
:~ Trans. Camb. Phil. See. vol. viii. 
§ Comptes .Rer, dus~ tom. lxxii. 
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46 Mr. J. MeCowan on tile Solitary Wave. 
form and the same velocity of propagation as Russell deduced 
from his experiments. In 1876 Lord Rayleigh * gave another 
method of approximation leading to an equation for the sur- 
fhce similar ¢o that of Boassinesq and the same velocity of 
propagation. These theories, however, g~ve little further 
information regarding the wave, and I am not aware that 
anything further has been done. 
In the following paper I propose, after briefly discussing 
the general theoD, to proceed to a somewhat detailed ex- 
amination of the wave based on a simple but close approxima- 
tion. It will be found that the results are in substantial 
agreement with Scott Russell's experiments, and confirm his 
opinion as to the unique character of the solitary wave of 
elevation. 
It will be seen further that an approximate account of the 
phenomena ofthe breaking of waves on passing into shallower 
water follows naturally from the results obtained. 
1. General Theory of the Wave. 
Though the possibility of the propagation ofa solitary wave 
without alteration in form and with constant velocity along 
a straight channel of rectangular cross-section has not been 
established on theoretical grounds, yet the result of experi- 
ment is such as to show that a method based on this assump- 
tion must lead at least to a highly approximate account of the 
motion. We shall assume, then, the invariability of the wave 
motion, understanding it of course to be two-dimensional, 
and shall in the first place suppose it reduced to steady motion 
by having impressed upon it a velocity equal and opposite to 
that of the wave propagation. 
Take the axis of x in the horizontal bottom of the channel 
along the direction in which the wave is propagated, and that 
of z vertically upwards. Then noting that the motion is 
essentially irrotational as being propagated into (incompres- 
sible) liquid at rest, and putting therefbre $ for the velocity 
potential and ~ for the current function, we must have 
~/, + ,~b a function of z + ex. (~-~ ~/-- 1). 
At a great distance from the wave the liquid will practically 
be at rest, and therefore in the corresponding steady motion 
it will be flowing uniformly : hence for the steady motion it 
is convenient to take 
q*+,q,= -V(z+ ~x) +/ ( :  +,*), (1) 
where U is the velocity of propagation of the wave. 
• Phil. May. April 1876. 
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Mr. J. MO(Jowan on the Solitary Wave. 47 
To determine the form off(z+tx) we note that (i.) as the 
wave is to be solitary it must be non-periodic as regards x, 
(it.) it must be finite and continuous throughout the liquid 
including the bounding surfaces, (iii.) when x is infinite 
(+or  --) it must vanish or have a finite value independent 
of z or x, and (iv.) if we take a/,=0 at the bottom, it mus~ be 
an odd function of (z + tx). 
Thus we obtain 
i=Qo 
f (z+tx) =Za~,+a t n2'+'½m(z+tx), . (2) 
~=0 
with the restriction mz < 7r. 
The condition for a free surface only remains to be satisfied, 
and for this the coefficients al, a3 • • • may be determined by 
the method of successive approximation, but for the present 
at least we shall content ourselves with examining to what 
degree of accuracy this condition can be satisfied by taking 
the first term only. 
2. The First Approximation. 
Take, then, 
qt+t~----U(zWtx)+Uatan½m(z+tx),  (3) 
which gives 
sin mz 
g, = - Uz + U~- (4) 
cOS mz -b cosh ~tx 
and 
sinh mx 
= - Ux  + Ua  ~cs  mz + cosh mx . . . .  (5) 
Let q be the whole velocity and u, w its components parallel 
to the axes of x and z respectively, then 
=u+tw----U{1--~masec~½m(z+tx)} ; . (6)
d.z+tx  
which gives 
1 + cos mz cosh mx] 
,~= - u 1 - , ~ ( ~ ~  f.  (7) 
t_ sin mz. sinhmx | 
v = -- U (cos mz + eosh mx) "2 l" (8) i -- ma . . . . . . . . .  
and 
{ m~a~--2ma(l+c°smzc°shmx) t 
~=U ~ 1+ (cos mz+cosh n,x) "~ . (9) 
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48 Mr. J. MoCowan on the Solitary Wave. 
By means of (4), (9) is immediately reducible to 
,? = U ~-  ~mU (q~ + U~) cot m= + m~(~ + U~)~(eosee~mz- 2/,~a). (10) 
Let h be the mean depth, or, which is the same thing, the 
depth at an infinite distance from the wave, then by (4) the 
value of qt at the surface will be --Uh. Let 7 be the eleva- 
tion of the surface above the mean level, then at the surface 
~+Uz=U% and therefore by (4)the surface will be given 
by the equation 
sin m (h + 7) (11) 
7 = a cos 7;i (h + 7) + eosh~x ; 
and ibr the surfhce, (10) will reduce to 
,/~= U~{1- 2m7 cot m(h + 7) ÷ m%/U( cosec~ m( h + 7) -- 2/ma) . (12) 
So fiar the equations are exact. Now expanding (12) in 
powers of 7 and neglecting all beyond ,/3 it becomes 
q'~ = U2{ 1 - 2m7 cot mh + m%/2(3 cosee~mh-- 2/ma) 
- -  ~:m~v  cot mh cosec 2mh + &c.} ; . (13) 
but ibr the free surfime the condition to be satisfied is 
q~=U~-2g~ . . . . . . .  (14) 
So comparing (13) with this we see that if we take 
mU ~ cot mh =g and 3ma= 2 sin ~ mh 
the motion under consideration will satisfy the condition ibr 
a free surface to that degree of approximation i  which the 
term containing 7~ in (13) is considered negligible. 
It is possible, however, to get at once a much closer approxi- 
mation: for if we take ma=23sin~m(h+~7o), where % is a 
quantity of the same order of magnitude as 7, (13) becomes 
9~= U2{1 --2m~/cot mh + 4m~72(%--7) cot mh eosec~mh }, (15) 
and thus the condition (14) will be accurately satisfied 
(74 &c. neglected) where ~/-'7o as well as of course where 
7=0. Hence, for reasons which will be more fully examined 
immediately, we shall take for 7o the maximum elevation of 
the wave or elevation of the crest above the mean level. 
Thus, finally, taking 
U~=gm -1 tan mh . . . . . . . .  (16) 
and 
ma=~ sin~..(h +~0),  . . . . . .  (17) 
where, by (11), 
%--- - -atan{m(h+%),  . . . . . .  (18) 
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Mr. J. M~Cowan on the Solitary Wave. 49 
the equations (4) and (5) give the current function and 
velocity potential~ and (7) and (8) the velocity components 
of a steady motion which, to the degree of accuracy indicated 
by (15), satisfies the condition that its surface, which is given 
by (11), may be a free surface. 
Thus to this degree of approximation the form of the 
solitary wave is determined by (11), and we see that, since 
by (17) ma is essentially positive, the wave consists solely, of 
an elevation~ and that there cannot be a wave of depression 
capable of propagating itself unchanged with constant velocity: 
a result in accordance wi~h the observations of Scott Russell. 
We proceed to consider in greater detail the character of 
the approximation we have adopted for the free surface. 
3. The Surface Pressure in the Approximate Theory. 
The pressure at any point of a liquid in steady irrotationat 
motion is given by the equation 
p.=constant--½pq~--gz, . . . .  (19) 
where p and p are the pressure and density respectively. 
Over the free surface p ought to be constant: hence if 3p 
denote the excess of pressure at any point of the surface given 
by (11) over the pressure at the mean level h in the motion 
jus~ investigated, we have by (15) and (19) 
~p= --4mS~(~0--q/)pU~ cot mh cosec "zmh~ 
or  
@= - 4gpm ¢(v0-v) cosec  mh . . . . .  (20)  
Thus there is a defeci of pressure verywhere but at the crest 
and the mean level. ~ote, however, how this negative 
pressure is distributed :--At the crest Sp vanishes~ and as it 
contains the factor ~/0--~/and the crest is the point of maxi- 
mum elevation, it remains very small over a long range on 
either side of the crest. Again, Sp vanishes at mean level 
and remains very small over an infinite range. Finally, Sp 
is a maximum at the point where V----~/o, having then the 
value --½~gpm~vo 8 c sec ~ mh (only ~2~ of what the maximum 
would have been had we taken 3ma= 2 sin ~ ~h) : but this is at 
the point of inflexion (accurately when %/h is very small) 
where 7/ is increasing most rapidly, and therefore this maxi- 
mum pressure occurs where it can have least range. Thus we 
see that the pressure-error~ small at its greatest~ is so dis- 
tributed as to be least effective. 
4. The Approximations ofBoussinesq and Lord Rayleigh. 
We have found that to a high degree of approximation 
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 3"2. No. 194. July 1891. E 
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50 Mr. J. M¢Cowan on the So l i ta ry  Wave.  
the ibrm of the solitary wave is given by the equations (11), 
(17), and (18), and its velocity of propagation by (16). 
- -  - -  - -  r ° We may from these eliminate, when required, any t~ o of the 
three constants a, 70, and m, but it is in general convenient to 
retain them~ as each has a direct, physical significance. 
For purposes of approximation it should bo noticed that 
when mh is regarded as a small quantity of the first order, 
then, by (17) and (18), ma will be of thesecond, and m~/0 of 
the third order. We proceed to consider certain rough 
approximations. 
I f  in (11) we neglect m~£ ~ in expanding the cosine~ &c, it 
reduces by means of (18) to 
V =~o sech~½mx, . . . . . .  (21) 
which is the approximation to the surface obtained by Boussi- 
nesq, and again by Lord Rayleigh. 
Similarly (17) and (18) give for a first approximation 
- ,~0=~ ~n~h ~ or m= ,/(3~dh~), (22) 
as ibund by Boussinesq : Rayleigh obtained 
m= ,/{3,7o/h~(h+Vo)}, 
which is a little nearer, for, proceeding to the next approxima- 
tion, (17) and (18) give 
m= ~/ {3,o/I,:(h+{~,]o)} . . . . .  (23) 
Treating (16) similarly we obtain 
U 2 =gh(1 + ~m:h:) 
or  
U~=g(/,+ ~o), . . . . . .  (24) 
the approximation obtained by Boussinesq and Rayleigh, and 
the result originally deduced experimentally b  Scott Russell 
and confirmed by Bazin*. It is~ however, to be noticed that 
the experiments of l~ussell and Bazin cannot be regarded as 
capable of discriminating between the approximation of (24) 
and the more exact result given by (16). This will be 
sufficiently obvious to those who have had experience of such 
measurements, and it need only be pointed out that the 
experiments on which Russell relied to establish (24) were 
made in a long trough 20 or 30 feet long, and that, so far as I 
am aware, no allowance was made, nor I think could well 
have been made~ for the influence of the successive reflexions 
from the ends. 
* Mdm. des 8avant~ dtrangers~ tom. xix. 
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Mr. J. M¢Cowan on the Solitary Wave. 51 
5. The Wave-length. 
The solitary wave cannot directly be regarded as having 
any finite length as the elevation approaches the mean level 
asymptotically towards x---- + ~ and - -~.  Practically, how, 
ever, Scott Russell found its length to be sufficiently definite 
to admit of his giving measurements of it. To obtain a 
measure Rayleigh suggested that the wave might be con- 
sidered to end where its elevation became some definite and 
fairly~ small fraction, say 1/10, of its maximum elevation. . 
Comparing, however, the formula (16) for the velocity with 
that in.the ordinary theory of a train o'f waves, or the corre- 
sponding formuI~e for ~, ~,  &c., it is natural to take for the 
wave-length X=2~'lm. If for an approximation we take the 
value of m given by (23), this gives 
. . . (25) 
or, for waves just on the point of breaking, 
X = 2~'/m--27rh, . . (26) 
ibr in this case, as we shall see later, mh-~.l. 
Curiously enough the formula (26) is that taken by Russell 
to represent approximately his experimental results, and it 
agrees well with (25), for all fairly high waves, such in fact as 
would be best suited for measurement, ie noticed further 
that low waves were longer than high ones, which is also in 
accordance with (25) ; and thus altogether his results may be 
taken as giving a practical basis for the definition we have 
chosen, in addition to the theoretical one on which it is 
founded. 
It should be noted, further, that this definition is practically 
of the kind suggested by Rayleigh, for, taking for the moment 
(21) as an approximation to the free surface, we see that 
taking x = 2~r/m is equivalent to regarding the wave as end- 
ing where ~//*/o----sech%r/2--~ 0"16, or where the elevation is a 
little less than one sixth of the maximmn. 
6. The Volume aJ~d .Displacemen~ 03: the Wave. 
The wave surface is given by (11), or~ expanding by 
O Lagrange s theorem~ by 
a sin mh a "~ d sin ~ mh 
7= cos ,,h + cosh ,,c + ~hh (cos mh + cosh ,*x) ~ + &°'' (27) 
E2  
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52 Mr. J. M°Cowan on the Solitary Wave. 
and the volmne of the wave elevation per unit breadth of 
channel is 
v= ~dx= ~dx . . . . . .  
Qo . JO 
To perform the integration it is convenient to use the trans- 
formation 
~0 ~ sin'mh dx ~'~(cos toO-- cos mh)'-~dO 
(cos ,nh+-coshmx) '~ =do ~ ~i~_ii~h = A~ say. (29) 
This gives, neglecting m% a, 
Al=h, A2--~,*l,~--~m~l, 4, A3--6,~h~,. (30) 
hence 
 -2 h(1 + ½,, a + . . . .  (31) 
or, ibr a rough approximation, v ' -2ah .  
Again, we see i~om (7) that the horizontal velocity in the 
~ave-mot~on, of all particles in the same vertical line is 
approximately the sam% and that therefore ach will be dis- 
placed through nearly the same distance as the wave passes 
over it. The average dispIacement$ of the particles is easily 
obtained, Tor as the wave passes completely across any section 
of the channel it must convey over it a quantity of liquid 
equal to its own volume, and this being done by the dis- 
placement of the particles we must have v=h3~ or 
= v/h - -  2a(1 + ~ma + ;~ m'~a~). (32) 
The displacement of the particles comes, however~ most 
naturally fl'om the general discussion of the motion of the 
particles, to which we proceed. 
7. Tl, e Motion of the _Particles. 
So far it has been sufficient o consider the steady motion 
resulting from the wave-motion by impressing on it a velocity 
equal and opposite to that of the wave propagation, but it 
now becomes necessary to consider the wave-motion itself. 
Le~ ~: and ~ be the displacements parallel to the axes of x 
and z respectively at time t, of the particle which was initially, 
i.e. when t=-~,  at x,z. Le t4 fand  ~b t be the current 
function and velocity potential respectively, atthe point x + ~ 
z+g at time t, and tbr brevity put zl==z+~, x l~x+$- -Ut ,  
then by (4) and (5) 
sin mY 
(33) cos mz ~+ cosh mx ~ ' 
sinhmx' 
~b'= Ua c°smz I + cosh mx" " (3~:) 
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Mr. J. )/[¢Cowan on the Sol itary Wave. 53 
and from (7) and (8), or directly from (33) or (34), the com- 
ponents ~ and ~" of the velocity 6 will be given by 
r I g T, ] +cosmz coshmx 
T~ sin mz' sinh mx t 
-~ urea .  - ~  . . . . . .  (36) 
(cos mz + cosb mx )~" 
and 
.'. ~- -  Uma/(cos  mz r+ cosh rex1). (37) 
From (37) and (35)we see that the whole velocity and 
its horizontal component at any instant are nearly constant 
for all particles in the same vertical line, while the vertical 
component is, by (36), roughly proportional to the distance 
from the bottom. Further, from (37) we see that at the end 
of the wave, as we have defined it in Section 5, the velocity is 
only about 0"16 of the velocity in the centre of the wave, and 
that it decreases with extreme rapidity as we go further from 
the centre. 
If 8 be the inclination to the axis of x of the path of a 
particle initially at the distance Z from the bottom, then by 
(35) and (36) 
sln mz' sinh mx r 
tan e= 1 + cos cosh ; (3S) 
therefore, since initially x~-- - ~ ,  ~ach p~rticle begins to move 
for.ward from rest at an inclination, t?=mz,  proportional to 
its distance from the bottom and inversely proportional to 
the length of the wave; its velocity goes on increasing till 
x+$=Ut ,  when it moves horizontally with its maximum 
velocity, and it finally returns to rest at an inclination 
t~=- -mz equal and opposite to that with which it started. 
We proceed, however, to seek the actual paths described by 
the particles. 
8. The Paths of  the Particles. 
If we integrate (36) we get 
a sin mz r 
= cos mz' + cosh mx ~ . . . . .  (39) 
This immediate integration depends on a peculiarity of fluid 
motions derived from steady motion by the addition of a 
motion of translation~ which I have not seen noticed. In 
such motions the displacement~ say ~, perpendicular to the 
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54 Mr. J. M°Cowan on the Solitary Wave. 
impressed velocity, say --U, may be directly obtained from 
the current funetion~ say ~r. For 
~=--dd~---~'- U d / - - - -  1 d~'  U -~ - t= l  ~ '  ~' /U.  
.-. 
d/dt being used to denote partial, and ~)/~t complete differentia- 
tion with respect to t. 
From (39) we see that a particle starting from the level z 
returns to the same level after attaining a maximum elevation 
~o given by 
~o=atan ½m(z + ~*o), . . . . .  (40) 
which includes the special case of a surface particle given by 
(18). 
To obtain ~ it is necessary to proceed by successive approxi- 
mations. We find at once 
sinh mx I
--- a-- a cos mz I+ cosh rex' "4" % (41) 
where the a is added to make the first par~ vanish when 
xl= ~,  or t=- -~,  and r, which is of the order ma '~, is given 
by 
~" ~ Um2a~ . (42) 
= U -- (cos mz' + cosh rex') ~" 
If we integrate this, using the transformation of which (29) 
is a case with special limits, and for brevity take advantage of 
the expressions (36) and (37), we get 
f sin mz- -mz cosmz ~-/5"--sin-i~/d ". cos mz") 
t sin ~ mz -- s in3 /Z  ! .)b -~ T1 , 
where again the first term is added to make the first part 
vanish when x'----~, and ~1, which is of the order m~a s, may 
be similarly approximated to when wanted. 
If we neglect % we find from (41) and (43) for the total 
displacement $ of any particle 
I sin mz- -mz cos mz ~ $ 
= 2a ( 1 + ma sin ~ mz . I  
or~ neglecting terms of the order m3a~z 2,
$--~2a{l +~-ma}, . . . . . .  (44) 
which shows that to this order all particles are equally dis- 
placed by the wave. The agreement of (44) with (32), which 
is obtained very differently~ may be noted in passing. 
(43) 
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Mr. J. M~Cowan on tlte Solitary Wave. 55 
The path of any particle is given by (39), ,(41), and (43), 
but if we neglect r~ we can at once eliminate x from (39) an 
(41), and obtain 
(~-a)~+~+2@oot .~@+~)=a~.  (45) 
I f  we expand this, neglecting ~: as it is of the same order as 
a~ we get 
(~--a)~ + 2a~'cot mz =,  ~ . . . .  (46) 
as an approximate quation to the path described by any 
particle originally in the plane z. To this order, therefore, 
each particle initially at a distance z from the bottom describes 
that part of the parabola given by.(46) which lies above the 
level z. This gives 2a for the maximum horizontal displace- 
ment, and ½ a tan mz for the maximmn elevation, of a particl% 
but more exact values have already been given in (44) 
and (40). 
9. Tl~e Energy of the Wave. 
The potential energy of the wave per unit breadth is 
f F V= ½gp ~l~<(.c=gp ~ dx ; oo dO 
but~ by Lagrange's Theorem~ (11) gives 
~/~= a~ sin ~ mh "2a ~ d sin ~ mh 
12 (cos m/~ + cosh ~,~')'~ + I~ dh (°os,;~h + cosh ;,.~)" + a~" 
Hence by (29) and (30), 
V-~.½gpma~h~(1 +~,> ma) . . . . . .  (47) 
The kinetic energy per unit breadth is 
T = ~j" ½ pa2dxdz, 
the integration extending throughout the liquid. 
Thus 
T = +~j'{ (U + ~,)~ +~+}d~ d~, 
= v j' ' Ix + pvJ'j'd+ ax + ½pjj'd¢ dV. 
.'. by (4) and (5), 
T=½pW2(v--2ah); . . . . . .  (48) 
or~ using the approximation (31), 
T -~ ~-pU ~ ma~h (1 + ~ m a). 
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56 Mr. J. 1KeCowan on the Solitary Wave. 
Hence, substituting for U, we have to the same order 
T-- -gp ma h (l+ ma) ; . . . . .  
so that the kinetic and potential energies are equal to this 
order of approximation at least. 
10. The Limiting Height of the Wave. 
It is found by experiment that there is a limit to the 
height of the solitary wave depending on the mean depth of 
the liquid : when an attempt is made to form a higher wave, 
it breaks at the crest. 
Since q~ cannot be negative, the limiting form will be that 
for which q=O at the crest, and therefore~by (14) and (16), 
the greatest elevation of crest will be given by 
2rn•0 = tan mh . . . . . . .  (50) 
Now by (6) we see that when u = 0 at the crest 
me-  2 cos ~ ½m(h-I- To), 
and therefore by (18) 
m,lo'-sinm(h+,yo) . . . . . .  (51) 
Solving (51) and (52) for mh and m~0 we find 
1% m 0--'9 . . . . .  (59) 
so that the wave will break for an elevation rather less than 
the mean depth. It is needless to seek to specify the breaking 
elevation more exactly, for the approximation is here pushed 
to an extreme limit. In fact, by (4), the crest when q=0 
becomes a double point on ~--- --Uh, and the branches cut at 
right angles, whereas Stokes has shown that for a free surface 
the crest angle must be 2~r/3 at the breaking-point. Our 
approximation, however, considering the extreme circum- 
stances, is sufficiently fair to indicate that the conditions (52) 
for breaking should not be far wrong. Scott Russell's 
experiments confirm this : he found that the wave broke when 
the elevation was about equal to the depth; but from some 
experiments of my own I am inclined to think that ~0=3/4h 
is a closer approximation for the elevation at the breaking- 
point. 
11. Algproxlmate Theory o/Breakers. 
Some account can be given of the gradualincrease in height 
and uhhnate breaking of waves rolling in on a gently sloping 
beaell, 
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Mr. J. McOowan on the Solitary Wave. 57 
We have seen that to a first approximation the volume of 
the wave per unit breadth of channel is 2ah~ and to the same 
order we easily obtain also 
v = 2 ah = 2-x~0= 4 ~/VohT3 (53) f f l"  ' * * 
the approximations being fair for low waves. 
Now as the wave rolls in its volume remains constant~ and 
therefore its height increases and Iength diminishes as the 
depth diminishes, or exactly 
3 v: 
~0 = i-6 z? ; . . . . . .  (54)  
so that the elevation varies inversely and the length directly 
as the cube of the depth. As the wave becomes higher it will 
be necessary to ~ake the more exact formulae instead of (53). 
By (52) when the wave is on the point of breaking mh--1 
and ma@ 2/3, and so using the more exact formula (31) for 
the volume we get roughly 
v=l"5h ~ or h='8  ~/~ 
which gives the depth in which the wave will break. 
Thus the big waves will break first~ and the depth in which 
they break will vary as the square root of their volume. 
12. The Views of Sir George Stokes--Conclusio~. 
Having thus examined in some detail the approximation 
to the solitary wave which is obtained by taking the first term 
only of (2)7 and having seen that even this first approximation 
satisfies to a high degree of accuracy the condition for the 
propagation of the wave without change, we are naturally 
led to examine the argument given by Stokes, in his paper 
" On the Theory of Oscillatory Waves," already cited, against 
the possibility of the propagation without change of form or 
velocity of any other form of wave than the infinite train of 
"oscillatory" waves which he there discusses--to a degree of 
approximation not quite so close as that with which we have 
been occupied in the foregoing sections. 
Having found (§ 4) for the velocity of propagation U of 
any wave form in liquid of depth h, 
U2=gm -t tanh rnh, 
and having previously (§ 2)put aside imaginary values 
of the m as inadmissib1% he infers that~ since this will give 
only one value ( _ )  of m for a given value of U~ there can 
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58 Mr. S. T. Preston on an Acoustic Thermometer. 
only be one form for each velocity. In the light of equation 
(16) above, the oversight in discarding the "imaginary" 
value is obvious. It is too hastily concluded that such a 
value would imply infinite velocity &c. either when x= +~ 
or when x=. - -~,  but this is not necessarily so, though it is 
too frequently assumed in such like investigations~ for in fact 
the value of ~b given in (5) above gives a well-known expan- 
sion of the form ~Ae ~+b~ such as is considered by Stokes, 
hut the " real" coefficients p are discontinuous, changing sign 
with x, so that ep~ vanishes both for x----+~, and for x------~. 
We may conclude, then, that we have obtained just as 
satisfactory evidence for the unchanging propga tion. . of the. 
solitary wave as there is for that of the infinite tram mvesh- 
gated by Stokes. In a Supplement to his paper published in 
1880", he has carried his approximation one step further, and 
we may with advantage mploy a somewhat similar meChod 
in proceeding to higher degrees of approximation for the 
solitary wave. Proceeding on the same principles by which 
we obtained (1) and (2), we may take instead 
U(z + tx) = -- (~  + re) + ~Ae,+~ tan "~+~ ½ m (~ + t¢ ) /U .  (55) 
which leads to the higher approximations with considerably 
less labour, though to the order with which we have been 
occupied it offers no advantage, in fact rather the reverse from 
its indirect character. 
VIII. Acoustic Thermometer--a Suggestion. 
By S. TOLVER PRESTONt. 
T HE following may have more theoretical than practical interest (illustrati~:,,e of a connexion between acoustics 
and heat); but perhaps ingenuity might give the suggestion 
also a practical value. The idea is simple enough, and relates 
to the varying note afforded by a resonance-tube according 
to the temperature of the enclosed air or gas; the notion 
being to employ ~his in some way as a measure of tempera- 
tare. I shall only illustrate, however, the simplest aspect of 
the case, 
Thus, for mere theoretical il ustration, we may suppose a
tube, closed at its inner end, to be inserted somewhere in the 
wall of some furnace, or buried in some less heated object, 
whose temperature is to be estimated. Of course a tuning- 
ibrk of a certain vibrating period will, at normal temperature, 
* Collected Papers, vol. i. 
t Communicated by the Author. 
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